
Miners CARE
Completing this form is an indication that you are worried about a student.  You are not being asked to label or diagnose; rather you
have a concern about someone's behavior or health.  The student may be asked about his/her behavior and the concern that
has been raised.

The information contained in this report, including your name, is confidential and will not become part of the student's permanent
record.  This form will be used to determine the student's needs and to help in developing an appropriate course of action.  Although
your identity will not be divulged to the student, you must sign your name on this form.  No forms will be accepted anonymously.
A member of the CARE team may need to discuss your concerns with you once this form is submitted.

Student you are concerned about: ______________________________________________________

Please check all of the behaviors which concern you and add further comments if you can.

Behavior Physical Appearance

withdrawn / isolated sloppy / neglects personal appearance
erratic / inconsistent frequent illness or physical complaints
mood swings smells of alcohol or marijuana
inappropriate laughter slurred or incoherent speech
drowsy / sleeping in class unusual symptons (bloodshot eyes / runny nose)
obscene language / gestures any dramatic change in appearance
rebellious / argumentative lethargic / lacks energy
talks about drugs / "partying"
change in friends or peer group Classroom Conduct
sudden popularity
depression / hopelessness frequent absences or lateness
verbally abusive / bullying frequent requests to use the restroom
mentions family problems disruptive in class
defensive / resentful of authority sudden outbursts of anger
withdrawn from friends and faculty lack of concentration / motivation
missing responsibilities (class / sports)
avoids contact with adults Additional comments regarding your concerns

Academic Performance

sudden decline in grades / quality of work
short attention span / easily distracted
day dreams / "spaces out"
hyperactive
lacks motivation
incomplete homework

Referred by:

Date:


